Over-tourism and the fall of Venice as a destination
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Abstract

This Regional Spotlight Paper considers the issue of over-tourism and the (ecological) survival of Venice as a destination. Within Venice, ecology, economics and culture are inextricably linked to the conflict between human and natural capital. The attempts to neatly arrange the challenges in sustaining the city convenient categorical interest groups and occasional hostility in implementing policies call for an ambidextrous management approach (exploitation and exploration) instead of the Trexit approach suggested by the anti-tourism movements.
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1 Over-tourism

Many anti-tourism movements or ‘resistant identities’ (Routledge, 2001) are voicing their concern regarding the continuously growing number of tourists visiting Europe. Anti-tourism protesters have been particularly virulent in Spain and Italy and to a lesser extent in England and Croatia (Coldwell, 2017; Tapper, 2017). The reasons for this rise of anti-tourism are quite varied. Among the main reasons, a large number of visitors is putting the UNESCO World Heritage status of some destination at risk; tourists are impacting negatively on the quality of life of locals; the environmental sustainability of destinations are jeopardised; the positive contribution of tourists (day-trippers) to local legal businesses is limited (Buckley, 2017; Leadbeater, 2017; Paris, 2017). The rise of anti-tourism across Europe clearly shows that when tourism is not managed correctly it has the potential to cause much damage and disruption (Coldwell, 2017). This movement is also symptomatic of a change of paradigm. Locals are now more interested in their quality of life than the income generated by the tourism industry (Croes, Rivera, Semrad, & Khalizadeh, 2017). More importantly, this situation across Europe provides evidence that sustainability in tourism is something that has yet to be achieved with the industry not fully comprehending how it is in fact to be achieved. Because of the Janus-faced character of the tourism industry (Sanchez & Adams, 2008), a tailor made management strategy must be developed to cope with the current situation in each specific destination. In this Regional Spotlight Paper, an ‘ambidextrous management’ approach to the management of tourist destinations is advanced as a potential solution.

This management approach that has been hailed to be innovative, sustainable and at the basis of success (Mihalache & Mihalache, 2016; Smith, 2017), implies putting together two opposites: first, exploitation (focusing on existing customers and/or markets). The focus is on the present (exploiting and improving the existing products, services, competencies and operating strategies). Second, exploration (creative and innovative aspects), with a focus on the future (experimenting with new products, services, competencies and operating strategies). Mihalache and Mihalache (2016) also explain that tourism organisations, and in turn destinations, can only achieve long-term growth in an increasingly competitive market by being innovative. They argue that innovation can be enhanced by applying organisational ambidexterity, as this “enables firms to make the most of their current capabilities while at the same time
developing new ones to attract new customers’ (Mihalache & Mihalache, 2016, p.144). Stokes, Moore, Smith, Larson, and Brindley (2016) add to this definition by arguing that organisations in advanced-market economies tend towards exploratory management and policies, while emerging market economies are associated with exploitation. As an example, by allowing local Haitians to enter the resort of Labadee (that has been defined as an ‘enclave’) and trade souvenirs on payment of a fee, Royal Caribbean International (RCI) has managed to improve its relationship with the locals in the destination (Louis-Joseph, 2016; Weeden, 2015). This example provides evidence that an ambidextrous management approach can be effective.

The Janus-faced character of the ambidextrous management approach seems to be compatible with the Janus-faced character of the tourism industry. Therefore, the research objective of this Regional Spotlight Paper is to show that a tailor-made ambidextrous management approach would be a suitable management strategy that could be applied to a falling destination like Venice, victim among other things of over-tourism. The term ‘over-tourism’ has been defined by Richardson (2017) as any destination suffering the strain of tourism. The term is also to be related to what is more generally known as the carrying capacity, that is to say the maximum limit to tourism development (Borg, Costa, & Gotti, 1996).

In this Regional Spotlight Paper; we are also going to show that in the case of Venice, a forced Trexit (term that we have created and which is a short for tourism exit) is not an economically sustainable solution. Also, in terms of image, a forced Trexit could be detrimental for these destinations. This is all the more important when considering how important the image of a destination is in terms of capacity to attract visitors and how difficult it is for a destination to revamp its image once it is damaged (Seraphin, Butcher & Konstanje, 2016). Indeed, in practice Trexit would consist in forbidding the access to destinations during a certain period of time, following the model of the island of Niihau (home to many rare and endangered regional species) where only visits from government officials or relatives of the 130 indigenous residents are allowed (Amey, 2015).

2 Venice - The destination context

Venice is a middle-sized heritage European city. It is also one of the most popular tourist destinations in the world. In 2017 the city received an average of 60,000 visits per day (Modak, 2017). Strong tourism pressure is eroding the quality of the tourism attractions and offerings (Ganzaroli, De Noni & Van Baalen, 2017; De Noni & Van Baalen, 2012).

Since its foundation, the Venetian Republic considered Venice and its lagoon as a single entity. It was added to the UNESCO World Heritage list in 1987 (WCED, 1987). It is not an exaggeration to suggest that 2017-2018 might see Venice being added to the UNESCO list of endangered sites. However, the contention with this measure is that the World Heritage Site (WHS) designation has over time evolved from a technical measure aimed exclusively at preservation into a brand that countries use to attract tourists, and that tourists, in turn, rely on in selecting the destinations they will visit (Ryan & Silvanto, 2009).

Notwithstanding, the adverse impacts of overtourism include locals’ loss of sense of belonging and sense of place; increased congestion and privatisation of public spaces; the rise in tourism induced real estate speculation; decline in purchasing power parity of local residents versus visitors; dismantling of socio-cultural connectivity (Milano, 2017), detrimental use of urban, rural and coastal spaces (Colomb & Novy, 2016). The number of visitors is not the only reason why Venice is endangered. As in many destinations victim of overtourism, the commercially expedient practices of policymakers, destination managers and tourism firms are also major forces at play (Colomb & Novy, 2016).

The disastrous floods of mid-1960s brought the environmental vulnerabilities of Venice to the attention of the international community (Deheyn & Shaffer, 2007). In addition, Venice, is unsurprisingly highly vulnerable to climate change (The World Bank, IBRD-IDA, 2016).

On top of these issues, Venice is also facing the negative impacts of the tourism industry. Among these are: Vandalism and crime; parking problems; traffic; pollution; destruction of historical sites etc (Van der Borg et al., 1996; Yazdi & Khanalizadeh, 2017). As a consequence, ‘Venice is a prime example with the local population declining by two thirds in the last 50 years, with the residents moving out whilst tourist numbers have swelled’ (Richardson, 2017, p.47). The UNWTO Secretary General declared the rise in anti-tourist sentiments as a very serious situation that needs to be addressed in a serious way (Tapper, 2017). There is therefore a need for alternative and more environment friendly practices in development, planning and stronger governmental and intergovernmental policies and regulations (Saarinen, 2006; Seraphin, 2018).

3 Issues, challenges and remedies for over-tourism in Venice and other destinations

Venice is one of the most active cruise ports in Southern Europe accommodating nearly several hundred ship departures and carrying one million passengers per annum. The approach for cruise shipping is particularly notable in terms of management of the flows and exit of traffic into Venice. It is still the case that cruise shipping moors along the quays close to the San Marco area. This is the source of tension between the Port and City authorities. The port authority would like to redirect the passenger traffic, but the business community in the City of Venice is keen to ensure the direct flow of tourists to the centre is not disrupted by regulation. The intention is to replace the old Vaporetto with new waterbuses (project LIUTO: Low Impact Urban Transport Omnibus) to reduce the everyday damage resulting from the wave wash that erodes the banks and increases the risks of flooding. This is a clear example of ambidextrous management strategy (tradition and modernity pulling together).

Tsai (2015), explained that ambidextrous innovation leads to a holistic innovation process, incorporating the exploitative and the exploratory. As for Brooker and Joppe (2014), they categorise innovation, first as incremental. It is an accepted manuscript of an article published by Elsevier in Journal of Destination Marketing and Management, available online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jdmm.2018.01.011. It is not the copy of record. Copyright © 2018, Elsevier.
is most of the time in reaction to a situation and is implemented with a short-term vision, and managers need to be customer centred. Second, radical innovation is proactive and subsequently disrupts current conventions. The LIUTO project is an example of radical innovation. Krizaj, Brodnik, and Bukovec (2014), claimed that the tourism industry has often lacked an innovative, radical approach, and instead has tended to rely upon incremental innovation. That said, all the strategies (taxation, advance booking systems, creation of alternative routes, virtual access, limited number of hotel beds, restricted access to piazza, etc.) put in place by the local authorities to mitigate the negative impacts of tourism in Venice has proven ineffective (Russo, 2000; Van der Borg et al., 1996). Table 1 provides examples of very recent solutions suggested by other destinations in Europe to overcome their over-tourism issue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Title article</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
<th>Public sector (DMOs) / Private sector (DMCs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sicsic, J</td>
<td>25.08.17</td>
<td>Tourismophobia: Comment lutter contre l’irresponsabilité du touristes et ses excès</td>
<td>Tourmag.com</td>
<td>Repression + education of tourists)</td>
<td>DMO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gordon, Y</td>
<td>31.08.17</td>
<td>Lisbon’s ‘we hate tourism’ tours teach visitors how to travel responsibly</td>
<td>Independent.co.uk</td>
<td>-Teaching visitors how to appreciate Lisbon:</td>
<td>DMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petkar, S</td>
<td>11.08.17</td>
<td>‘Spain is quite full’ tourists urge to travel elsewhere as protests grip holiday hotspots</td>
<td>Express.co.uk</td>
<td>-Provide tourist an authentic experience (eat and drink with locals)</td>
<td>DMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bressanello, A</td>
<td>07.08.17</td>
<td>Some European cities may begin limiting tourism after angry backlash</td>
<td>Huffingtonpost.com</td>
<td>Increase taxes</td>
<td>DMO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buckley, J</td>
<td>08.10.17</td>
<td>Florence launches campaign telling tourists how to behave</td>
<td>Cntraveler.com</td>
<td>Respect campaign</td>
<td>DMO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As ‘long term success will require a more holistic approach’ (Richardson, 2017, p.46), we are suggesting an ambidextrous approach where public and private sectors work together (Private and Public Partnership) toward a common goal in order to trigger and maintain a long-terms profitable tourism industry. Indeed, aligning multiple partners to a common purpose contribute to maximising the benefits of strategic planning (Guiver & Stanford, 2014). Whilst current and recent issues of over-tourism in Europe are mainly due to a laissez faire approach adopted by policymakers and entrepreneurs (Van der Borg et al., 1996), the rapid growth of tourism is expanding exponentially by a plethora of digital bookings, which promote and offer ceaseless experiences over sustainable travel. Venice particularly requires multiple strategies to ensure the nexus of interests preserving and ‘selling’ the city promote genuine longevity over the desire for ephemeral and illusionary portraits of a historic space captured in the hunger of the ‘selfie’ gaze. The placing of Venice on the endangered list might galvanise both sectors and locals to work together. The later also play a major role in the sustainability of the tourism industry of a destination (Michel, 2000). Subsequently, locals should not be considered as the ‘undeserving’ of the tourism industry.

Ambidextrous management should in the future underpin tourism development (Seraphin, 2010, 2018; Sissic, 2017a, 2017b). Implementable practical suggestions for Venice could be geared by two constructs. First, a construct that would consist in using existing strategies to mitigate the negative impacts of tourism (exploitation) to develop a new one tailored to meet the need of the destination (exploration). Second, the construct that strategies need to be put in place to reconsider the role of Venice in Italy's Destination Management Plan. Hence the reason we are suggesting that Venice should be dropped from all promotional materials, the same way the Taj Mahal was dropped from some tourism booklets in an attempt to preserve its cultural dimension (Khalid, 2017).
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**Highlights**

- Anti-tourism protesters are not virulent.
- Sustainability in tourism is still not achieved.
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